Vcr parts diagram

Continuing in the tradition of this site in covering obsolete technology, this is the long overdue
post about the VHS and the VCR. There will be a few more to be made as time goes by â€¦ good
things all take time! It won out over the visually technically superior Betamax format and offered
longer run-times. VHS offered users an affordable way to time-shift television programming, and
a way of preserving home video memories. It was also used to copy dub recordings for back-up
purposes. Recordings on VHS were easily transferred between machines, and later in its life,
Hi-Fi audio recording on 6-head VCRs increased audio quality markedly. Recordings were made
by a spinning drum in a helical scan technique to increase tape-to-head speed and bandwidth.
VHS tapes were easily re-used and re-recorded, and LP modes were available to double the
recording time at expense of quality. Production of VHS decks declined in quality significantly
in the last decade, mostly focusing on offering low-cost, rather than high durability and quality.
As a result, flimsy light mechanisms and non-modular designs became common, and spare
parts almost impossible to obtain. Repair was not a design factor. The same thing could be said
of some of the later cassettes as well. It was the earliest video format I became a user of. I did
manage to salvage a few Umatic cassettes at one stage, but disposed of them. Just another
thing I regretted doing. I never had access to a Umatic deck though. I remember it fondly as a
child, being mesmerized by the spinning drum, and the constantly turning reels. I mastered the
use of the VCR at an early age, and could actually program the clock and timer recording. We
also had a single Philips deck, and these saw me through from childhood right up till the end of
primary school. These ended up dying due to belt failures, and other mechanical ailments. It
was through disassembly that I was able to understand how the cassettes worked, but I also
appreciated subtle differences in each brand of cassette. In fact, it was while I was cleaning out
old cassettes that I came across this note I wrote for myself, reminding me that a given cassette
was an E, not an E Seeing that the whole country has now moved over to digital TV, it is likely
that many people are moving away from VCRs and VHSes and instead towards DVD recorders
and PVRs instead for the higher quality recording ability and greater convenience of not
needing to rewind a cassette or clean a head! As a result, I had a pile of VHSes which I needed
to clear, which might become interesting to others over time. It all brings back memories. It is
because of all of this, that I decided that the VHS deserves a permanent home on this blog,
affectionately dubbed no pun intended the VHS corner. This, is a VHS cassette. How do I know?
Anyway, let me introduce you to all that is the VHS cassette. This is the top of the cassette,
looking through the reel windows. The left reel is the supply reel, the right reel is the take-up
reel. The cassette is inserted in the direction of the arrow, and can only be used this side up.
The centre section is reserved for a label. The top area is part of a hinged flap which protects
the top surface of the tape during transport. The underside of the cassette is a collection of
holes. The two large circular cutouts allow for the driving tangs to engage with the teeth in each
reel. There is a reel lock which prevents the reels from turning freely and loosening tape during
transport which is disabled once an object penetrates the hole in the middle lower of the
picture. The middle-upper hole allows for a end-of-tape sense light to enter the cassette.
Likewise the top cutouts allow for the capstan and pinch roller left and two guides to enter the
cassette and pull the tape out into the machine. The whole assembly is typically secured
together with five screws, although there are a few uncommon exceptions e. TDKs in general.
The spine of the VHS reveals another labelling area along the length of the cassette and a
write-protect-tab area on the left-bottom area. In the above case, the tab has been broken off,
engaging the write protection feature. To re-use the cassette, this has to be covered over with
self-adhesive tape. Above this write-protection tab, often the manufacturer codes for the
cassette are printed, which identify its length and possibly, manufacturer, batch code. Propping
open the top flap, we can see the tape path of the cassette. In this case, the tape is going from
right to left. The clear plastic tape is the leader, and is fitted at the ends of the cassette, allowing
the deck to sense the end-of-tape condition and stop the motion of the tape before slamming
into the end and possibly snapping the tape. This could happen on some decks where the
sensors have failed, or the light source has failed. The tape runs across metal rotating rollers at
each end, although newer cheaper cassettes might omit them altogether. Here, you can see the
button that releases the cover flap on the left image. This is the right side of the cassette, and
you can see the end of tape sense hole. In the right image, you can see the hole on the left side
of the cassette for the end of tape sense hole for that end. Removing the five screws, and
turning the cassette back over the correct way allows the top to be removed. Clearly visible is
the reel locking mechanism consisting of two springs, and three plastic parts. There is the
supply and take-up reel, along with the guide rollers and wipers. The internal top shell contains
the spring-loaded self-closing tape cover lid. There is also a springy piece of metal which
pushes down on both reels to seat them onto the mechanism. Here, you can see the cut-out in
the centre hole which allows for the light to pass through the leader to the sensing hole on the

side of the cassette to sense the end of tape condition. This is the edge view of one of the reels.
Here you can see the clear leader, and the plastic clip used to secure it to the hub. The
circumference of the rear plastic is covered with slots which enable the reel lock mechanism to
work correctly. The reel lock mechanism is pretty self-explanatory by now. The spring loaded
plastic part in white slots into a slot in the outer rim of the reel back, thus holding the reel in
place. The tip of this plastic part is specially shaped to allow one way movement, such that the
reels can tighten the tension on the tape, but not release it without being deactivated. The reel
lock is deactivated when an object goes into the reel lock hole, which turns the black plastic
piece in the foreground, applying pressure to both spring loaded parts such that the tips retract
away from the reels, thus freeing them for motion. Here is the take-up roller mechanism â€” a
rotating polished metal cylinder and a nylon roller. The supply reel mechanism is a little
different with a black piece of plastic touching a metal roller. There is also one hollow metal
cylinder roller. This is considered a fairly modern VHS deck, built in the cheap way, with no
modules, and as little metal as possible. A clue to its modern status, aside from the date 25th
January , is the Super Speed Rewind function. Rewinding cassettes used to take a long time,
until Jet-Rewind mechanisms became common, enabled by microprocessor control and
detection of differences in rotation rate between the two reels. It can be considered a little harsh
on some cassettes, but time is precious! I struggled to lift those early ones, and they were warm
and jam packed full of stuff. Underneath the transport itself is the rest of the logic that runs the
VCR. The transport itself is the centre sections â€” the reel drives are in black. The eject motor
is on the right side corner. The black rubber pinch roller and capstan make up the rest. The
component in black is the linear erase head. The tape runs by this head first, which erases the
tape in a vertical band across the tape. This is necessary when re-recording over existing
footage. There is also a hole in the metal plate where the end of tape sensor is. The left guide
can just be seen in the foreground, which has the vertical roller keeping the tape tensioned
across the erase head, and the angled pin which wraps the tape at an angle across the drum.
This is the drum assembly. These heads protrude very slightly from the surface of the drum and
scan the tape. The drum itself is driven by a direct drive motor above, which is very similar to
what floppy drives use. The second guide roller is seen, and the reverse happens in this roller
â€” the slanted tape is pulled back to vertical to pass the control and linear audio head. There is
the control and linear audio head with the blue connector above. The tape then passes the
guide pin and has its speed controlled further by the capstan and pinch roller before being
wound back onto the take-up reel. This is the infrared LED which protrudes up from the base
into the cassette for the end of tape detection. This appears to be a special LED with one emitter
but a lens on both sides so that infrared emanates both toward the left and right. Here you can
see how the tape wraps around the drum. The grooves in the spinning section of the drum help
to control the air bearing that keeps the tape flying just above it. This appears to be an audio
head because it appears to be a single head. Remember, you cannot see the gap visually as it is
so small , but you can see the head chip itself, and the coils which sense and record. This is a
pair of video heads, by the looks of it. Notice how it looks like the above structure, just
narrower, with two side by side? There is a gap between the two heads â€¦ you can see some
oxide collecting. The other pair of video heads looks like this â€¦. Again, the wear is apparent,
as is the oxide. This is why you have to clean your heads â€¦ the oxide buildup can clog the
head gap or alter its magnetic sensitivity. Rather unexpectedly, as a technology, it lived a long
life and was a consumer revolution, and it bought me many hours of entertainment as well as a
few things to do rewind tapes, clean heads, etc. I actually enjoyed reading the manual to the
VCRs â€” that might have been just one of the reasons I ended up as a tech-person. Luckily,
there are quite a few good resources online that still cover these aspects â€” the next wordy
post will look at some of the technical aspects. Thanks for that I was never interested in them
when they the state of the art technology but now I realise just how amazing they are and spend
a lot of time trying to bring discarded ones to back to life Roy. Very nicely done. Now most are
in need of some love and a good refurb or service at the very least. Thank you so much! In my
class we are studying reverse engineering and as a last minute thing I chose the VHS cassette.
This has helped alot. I am so glad I found this. Thanks again! Great explanation â€” thank you!!
Just one question: Which kind of metal is the roller of the VHS made of? It is not magnetic but
rather heavy to be aluminum. Any idea? Unfortunately, I opened my VHS cassette before
checking how to do it. This presentation was a tremendous! Very well done! Splicing the tape
was easy compared to putting this thing back together. I HOPE! I certainly learned the correct
way to open should this ever happen again! My Vcr is a Sony, and it keeps making a clicking
noise. I think this VCR has a Sony mechanism. I still use mine all the time. My question is this.
What did you use to clean your heads? Ive seen many articles saying you should use this, and
avoid that etc. Nobody seems to know for sure. For home users wanting to clean their heads

and are willing to open the machine, they can use some low lint tissue such as Kimwipes,
folded into a pad and dipped into high purity ethanol. The technique is rather easy to master,
but you should exercise caution. Always swab the heads in the direction of tape travel, and
never perpendicularly as this can cause the head chips on the drum to snap. The swab should
have the cleaning solution on it, but not so much as to be dripping or oozing. Be careful as your
swab may pick up grease from the mechanical parts of the machine. I normally will dispose of
this first swab and use a fresh one to clean the video heads. The video heads can be cleaned
first by holding the swab onto the drum lightly with a finger, and spinning the drum around a
few times with the other finger. Preferably only touch the drum by the top edge. Once the heads
have passed the swab a few times, I would then proceed to also lightly wipe the drum to make
sure the tape-facing surface is free of any finger oils. Leave the heads for a minute for all the
solution to evaporate. Of course, many users were not willing to do this, so they resort to head
cleaning tapes. Another type is dry head cleaning tape which is black and appears similar to
regular cassette tape, but is instead mildly abrasive and scrubs the head clean. A lack of care in
using this type of tape will cause premature head wear. Thanks for the great reply. What you
have said fits with the research i have done on the subject. When looking around I found
something called Chemtronics Chamois Tips. Made specifically for cleaning video, and audio
heads. Its a synthetic chamois material, and meant to be very good. When I do get round to
cleaning, I think I will go for that type of product. As you say, you do not want anything which
leaves fibres. Therefore getting caught in the tape transport system, and the heads themselves.
This is a great article. I very much enjoy taking apart electronics, and taking apart the VCR was
pretty exciting. Thanks for the great work! Excelente information! Are you sure the control is the
bottom magnetic and is not the upper? It seems there may be a bit of confusion. Gough- the
control track and linear audio heads ARE on the bottom of the tape. I was factory certfiied by
hitachi, matsushita, mitsubishi, jvc, sony, beta,
rca,zenith,phillips,philco,magnavox,syvania,sanyo-fischer, and many others. Im trying to fnd a
plastic part for my old vcr. Its the white semi gear that guides the tape back to the rubber roller
on the right side of the machine. So far I have tried gluing and re-enforcing the broken part back
on but have been unsuccessful at doing so. It works one time and then the tiny section breaks
off again. I wondered if there is a way to make a mold and then pour plastic into it to make a new
part? Any ideas or advice would be greatly appreciated. I would love to have my VCR working
again. FYI: it looks like the new retro packaging of Stranger Things season 1 was based of off
your detailed VHS photos front and back of the cassette. Not sure If the designers paid you for
these pics? Brilliant presentation, and extremely informative. I came across it looking for advice
on repairing a broken tape in a video cassette. I still have the tape to fix, but feel much more
comfortable in taking on the task having read your article. Many thanks, and keep up the good
work. There are still a few people left with fond memories of the old VCR. Hello, is it possible to
remove the demodulator from my VCR? I could not find ANY info on the web. Thank you kindly.
Any suggestions? The tape is made from PET but has evaporated iron and chrome particles on
it this causes the brown color. You can throw it into the trash â€” no worries. All the other
plastic parts and metal can be recycled if you dismantel them. Thank you so much for this run
through on VCRs. Thank you. Hello all, I need some help please if anyone still comes here! I
have a Toshiba VCR player. The Toshiba ones appear to have a little foam roller by the drum
head, and my one perished into a million pieces so I need to place it. I could attempt to cut
some foam myself and do a DIY fix but would much prefer to have an actual pre-made part to
put in. The thing I am massively struggling with though is what the part would even be called? I
cannot find any diagrams with that part labelled but when the tape is played, this little foam
roller pops over to the top right of the drum head. Any ideas? I have a photo but cannot see a
way to upload it here. That part is not unusual â€” many newer VCRs have it. It is the automatic
head cleaning mechanism â€” it does a terrible job of it and most people remove it anyway. The
foam roller is not a core part of having a tape play correctly. I have a VAC Zenith cassete
adapter and need the placement instruction on where the small spring goes by the red triangle
that kicks out on the side. Does anyone here do repairs of VCRs anymore? The one shop in my
area has stopped repairing them, and I desperately want to fix my broken and slowly failing
ones! Thanks for any advice! I am in the process of trying to fix my Samsung VR and I noticed
that the tape transport mechanism is virtually identical to mine. I have a VHS-C camera that I
would like to use as a web cam, but it only puts out a signal while a tape is in and running.
When it hits the end of the tape it stops putting out video. Is there a way to trick the camera into
thinking a tape is in and running? Is there a way to disable the tape detection? You may have to
cover up some of the holes on the ends of the cassette near the flap with some opaque tape as
many units use optical detection to see when the tape has broken or come to its end. Skip to
content. This is demonstrated by the LED torch in the image above. Now you know pretty much

what all the parts in a VHS cassette are! Lets take a look at the mechanics inside the VCR. It
looks pretty simple! Lets take a look at each component in turn. The tape path is clearly visible
with the cassette loaded. The Heads Up Close While I have my camera out, lets take this
opportunity to get a close look at the heads. The other pair of video heads looks like this â€¦
Again, the wear is apparent, as is the oxide. Like it? Share it! October 17, at pm. Kevin lambert
says:. April 2, at pm. April 23, at pm. Ise says:. May 27, at pm. Alex says:. July 8, at am. June 9,
at am. Sherry says:. August 10, at am. Fluxenein says:. September 6, at am. Shane says:.
October 14, at pm. Fivos says:. November 26, at am. Abe says:. February 8, at am. February 8, at
pm. Good question â€” and one I will have to break into a few parts. I hope that answers your
question. Many thanks. November 9, at am. July 18, at pm. September 19, at am. Debra Baker
says:. January 28, at am. March 7, at am. Gorilla says:. May 4, at pm. Discjunkie says:.
November 5, at am. Dave Clark says:. April 13, at am. Phed says:. July 23, at am. December 24,
at am. Shirley says:. April 28, at am. May 5, at am. Maddie says:. May 23, at pm. Sonny kavanagh
says:. June 18, at pm. Gareth says:. October 10, at pm. ROB says:. April 3, at am. Bob
Schleppenbach says:. April 15, at am. May 31, at am. Juri says:. July 27, at pm. Would you
happen to know how that mechanism recognizes that a tape is being inserted? Bob Walters
says:. August 19, at am. Error: Comment is Missing! Cancel reply. Proudly powered by
WordPress. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our repair help section.
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am. The manufacturer no longer makes this part, and there's no substitute part. There are a
couple of ways to find the part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on
that diagram. Tuner assembly Part 1VSA The manufacturer no longer makes this part, and
there's no substitute part. Tape Part 0VM The manufacturer no longer makes this part, and
there's no substitute part. Pcb,sensor Part 1VSA The manufacturer no longer makes this part,
and there's no substitute part. Cover Part 1VM The manufacturer no longer makes this part, and
there's no substitute part. Danby Dishwasher Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Craftsman
front-engine lawn tractor parts. Gas Chainsaw. Craftsman Gas chainsaw Parts. Gas Range.
Room Air Conditioner. Sewing Machine. Sewing Machine Replacement Parts. Side-By-Side
Refrigerator. Top-Mount Refrigerator. Kenmore top-mount refrigerator parts. Upright Freezer.
Vacuum Cleaner. Dyson Vacuum Cleaner Parts. Inglis Washer Parts. Need help? Close Start
Chat.

